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The Real War and the Symbolic War

The Cold Terror

The WHO pointed out that more than a million people die every year due to road accidents, and that
20 to 50 million people are seriously injured in these accidents

Did you know that the number of the casualties of the nuclear attack in Japan was 120 million
deaths only!
Along with approximately a double of this number injured!!!

The aviation takes severe security measures in the airports in spite of the fact that the land
transport services transfer many more people than those in the airports! And that the operation of
hijacking a plane or blowing it is far more difficult and complicated than the operation of hijacking
and blowing 5 transport buses, keeping in mind that these buses transfer many more passengers
than the civilian air planes!

(5 transport buses of large size will transport at least 44 passengers each at the very least)
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Press wise, hijacking or blowing a plane is greater and much more important than the toppling of a
bus from a bridge or its dashing into another bus, even though the number of deaths in the second
may exceed the number of casualties in the first!

The forest fires in California resulted in the destitution of 1000’s of Americans and came upon
12,000 hectares of land and buildings, while the destruction caused by the bomb dropped at
Hiroshima did not cover even about 3 miles!

The California fires required 11 match sticks (they were 11 fires) while the bomb at Hiroshima
required a lot of studies and experiences and money and techniques which if spent on Africa,
would not leave a single person hungry in it

Should my enemy be killed with noise and shouts and cries?
Why don’t I kill him quietly?
Why do all the weapons that we use depend upon explosions?
Why don’t we use weapons without explosions?
Is the goal to get rid of my enemy or to scare my enemy?
Are wars waged to kill or to cause terror?

The international intelligence sources rely on the cold killing, in fact they avoid the hot killing in all
cases and ways because its aim is to kill the enemy without any noise, so it does not use roadside
bombs except very rarely!

The Cold Terror

The cold terror is to attack your enemy in such a manner that it does not bring about any retaliation
from its side, and this is done through either a silent attack, or in a manner that it remains
incapable of recognizing the sect that has performed the attack decisively, or that the sect that has
performed the operation disappears in such a manner that there is no means to reach it

The cold terror is a kind of silent terror in which you kill your enemy without anyone hearing the
sound of the weapon with which you killed him or the side that killed him or the manner in which he
was killed, and the best of all is that no one must even know that he is dead at the very base
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Killing in a silent way

This is done either through the incident seeming quite natural like any of the enemy is to be killed
in such a manner that his death seems like a natural one, or that the killing appears as if it occurred
in a normal accident like a car accident or his car hitting a tree, or an electric shock or drowning or
other natural ways of death, and in order to achieve this it is necessary to design the stage of the
death in such a way that it seems as closer as possible to “natural”

There are several natural bacterial material whose effect do not appear on the body of the afflicted
except after a specific time differing with the material used, and this allows the performer of the
operation to leave the stage of the incident or securely dispose the weapon that caused the injury

It is well known that the effect of the common poison’s appears directly, and that the first thing an
injured is asked about is what he ate directly before the injury, delaying the appearance of the
effect on the afflicted gives the performer the time to escape, and to dispose the reasons for the
injury as much as possible

The poisoning of Yoshinko, the current president of Ukraine during the days of his election with
Dioxin, whose effect appears late made the reasons for the injury and the performer unknown

And even when the accusations were directed at the intelligence of the former Ukrainian
government there were not enough evidences to sue it

Poison and the cold terror

Poison might be the most vexing weapon used by the national intelligence agencies and it is a very
old weapon as old as the wars, used much by Russia in order to eliminate its enemies, and it has
been able to reach through it to its greatest and most precious goals, the last of which might have
been to get rid of the former Russian spy, Alexander Livintiko, while Amir Khattab was one of the
most important of these goals (May Allah have mercy on him and accept him amongst the martyrs)

The field marshal, “Abdul Hakeem Aamir” is said to have committed suicide by poison after the
defeat of Egypt and being sacked from his post, except that many say that he was “killed” using
poison and did not suicide

Yasir Arafaat died a cold death, and before him, Israel had succeeded in poisoning Khalid Mishal in
1997, and through a deal made by the ruler of Jordan, Israel sent to him the antidote of the poison!
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The current Baathi administration of Syria, relies largely on poisonous materials to kill those who
oppose it, and even their own helpers who have outlived their usefulness

Persians might be the first ones to have used the poison in assassination operations both during
earlier times and afterwards. They used to place it in their rings and suicide with it if they fell under
siege and couldn’t kill anyone with it

Mahmood Al Mishadani, the president of the puppet assembly in Iraq, and who is currently in the
Jordanian hospitals, is said to have faced an assassination operation using poison, by the Shiite
sects, and it is said that the Shiites are planning currently to get rid of several Iraqi political
personalities working with them, using poisons. We should not be surprised if we hear of the
mysterious death of several of these personalities!

For most of the current workers on the Iraqi field are suffering from unknown diseases whose
symptoms you can see if you compare their pictures before an year and current ones, Muqtada As
Sadr, Abdul Azeez Hakeem, Maufiq Rabe’I, Tariq Hashimi, and even Talibani and Maliki, all of them
suffer from unknown diseases, and every day you hear of their toppling health

Poison is one of the most important ways of the cold terror as it kills without voice and with utmost
secrecy

Abu Tabr

One of the first weapons that the Bathists used in Iraq to get rid of their enemies were situations of
trampling with the car, while the phenomenon of Abu Tabr was one of the most famous signs of the
Bathists, and Abu Tabr, seemingly was a stealing gang, but it was actually employed to get rid of
personalities that were anti regime. Abu Tabr, made way for the Bathists to get rid of those who
opposed them as if it was a simple theft operation and thus reduced the national response to the
greatest level possible and even if there were people who thought that they are from the Bathists,
then they would be in continuous doubt which would reduce the congestion that is on them

The concealed sniper

Using sniper or soundless guns are from the ways of cold terror. Many personalities have been
killed using the sniper and no one knew who the killer was. The most prominent trait of the sniper
is that he kills his enemy from a very far away place proportionally, that paves the way for the doer
to escape without anyone recognizing him, and if the weapon is soundless, then it is the best way
of cold terror
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Electric shock

As for the one of the most beautiful ways of cold terror and which hasn’t been employed widely is
electric shock,
You can burn various important buildings and markets in fact even cities using a liter of benzene
and electric wire

“No one will see and no one will know”

Transmigration of Terror

After the happenings of September, and the spread of the phenomena of terrorism and after the
occupation of Iraq and spread of the style of Al Qaeda and its way, the national intelligence
agencies discovered a new form of cold terror or “half cold terror” that is in the form of imitating
the tactic of Al Qaeda in performing the attacks. These agencies employ the tactic of Al Qaeda to
get rid of its enemies and then put the blame and consequently its retaliation on Al Qaeda!!

As for why we have classified it as half cold then it is because it takes from cold terror the part of
avoiding retaliation of the side on which the attack has been made, but in spite of that it may use
explosions and other screaming forms of operations that are not silent, and this sort of terrorism
has taken several forms the simplest of which are threatening along with the detonated cars and
not ending at rockets or Havin bombs

When one of the channels aired the serial “The road to Kabul” several threats were received by the
channel from sides that claimed that they were “Jihadi” that called for stopping the airing of the
channel under the consideration that it was distorting the image of the Mujahideen!

In spite of the fact that the serial was comparatively just towards the Mujahideen and made people
sympathize with them, and was not negative as the threateners claimed

And the serial was actually stopped by foreign American along with the “ruling” Arab pressure
more than what it was because of the fake threats

The following year a serial was aired that was an open call against the Mujahideen, and in spite of
that the channel did not receive any threats, and it completed airing it without any hindrances!!
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(Note- I have not seen either of the serials but I remember about the retaliations that followed these
serials)

And in this example there is direct evidence that there are those who use the name of the
Mujahideen and wear their dress and their apparent serves the Mujahideen while its hidden does
not

Al Qaeda and Iran

Many have talked about the relation of Al Qaeda with Iran, and some say that Al Qaeda has been
penetrated by Iran! And they say that many witnesses prove that, amongst these are explosions
that were in the interest of Iran

But to clarify we say-

Iran has not penetrated Al Qaeda, and how can it do so? But the intelligence agencies of Iran, after
having failed to penetrate Al Qaeda, copied the way of Al Qaeda in performing the operations, and
through it, it performed many operations seeking to hit two birds with one stone

The first was to spoil the image of Al Qaeda, and second was to fulfill its goals from the operations
like getting rid of certain personalities or to raise turbulence.

And the best example for it is some of the explosions in Iraq that is said to have been performed by
suicide bombers pointing to Al Qaeda but were later reveled to have been carried out using road
side bombs placed by Shiites and were not from the doings of the martyrdom operators

And this is what happened in Diyali and Karbala and Baghdad

In fact the car explosions that took place lately in the Shiite city of Al Haria of car explosions- the
Americans themselves admitted that the detonated cars were blown up by Shiites aiding Iran or
what is called special groups. And this is the best example of what we are pointing at

And of course, this matter does not stop at Iran, instead there are other sections like American,
Israeli, Kurdish and even Bathists

Khusroo Koraan, and he is one of the Commanders of Kurds, and with most animosity towards Al
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Qaeda, is said to be funding Al Qaeda and concealing it! Because they have found evidences that
he administered some explosions that occurred in Mausil and many innocents were killed as a
result of it, for example like the explosions of Az Zanjeeli or kidnapping some Christian priests

The enemies did not want to admit that Khusru Koran was killing the innocents and then putting
the blame of the works on Al Qaeda to distort its image, so they said, he is conspiring with AL
Qaeda, in spite of their knowledge that he is from the most fierce enemies of AL Qaeda

And along with their knowledge that he is currently present in Kurdistan of Iraq under the
patronage of the puppet Kurdish sects, without being demanded by anyone!

The death of Hariri in Lebanon and the appearance of those who claim to be from the Mujahideen
and taking up the responsibility of the operation pointing to Al Qaeda, and then the lie of that
person is revealed, along with the denial by Al Qaeda of the attack in spite of its welcoming it, is
another evidence of the presence of those who use the name of Al Qaeda to perform “cold terror”

Personally I do not think that other than Iran or Syria have a hand in blowing up the procession of
Hariri, because its way of imitating Al Qaeda has become quite popular, and that is what reveals
their works, along with our knowledge of the fact that the co operation between Iran and Syria is
very strong, instead there is no difference between the two, and that is why we criticized the last
Council of the Muslims scholars that set up its seminar in Syria claiming enmity towards Iran,

Don’t you know that Syria and Iran are twin allies?

Iran and UAE

The recent warnings that have been given by the western countries to their people in UAE shows
the signs of a plan to attack UAE through one of the intelligence agencies (specifically the Iranian
intelligence along with the Iraqi Shiites) and Al Qaeda is going to be blamed for it, and we do not
think it farfetched to hear of several explosions that would rock Burj Al Arab and other close by
embassies and the situation might go beyond UAE and include all together the gulf countries.
Detonated cars means AL Qaeda

A simple game that can be performed by the Iranian intelligence with all ease, or it might simply kill
some Iraqi brothers or brothers from Al Qaeda and place their bodies in those detonated cars to
show that the performers are suicide bombers and the accusation against Al Qaeda will consolidate

As for why the western countries have given their warnings to their nationals? And how did it know
of this plan? Then that is because the Iranian intelligence itself has given some indications to their
western intelligence about the closeness of “Al Qaeda” attacks in UAE, and then, if these
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explosions do take place acutally, then the intelligence will have its own information to give credit
to, and prove infinitely for sure that the doer is Al Qaeda organization

The thinking of Iranian intelligence might seem very smart, for it will attack UAE firstly, and hurdle
the business flow in the gulf and world secondly, and spoil the image of Al Qaeda thirdly

But for some it is insignificant to the level of ignorance, and does not work except on stupid people
like themselves, and from the likes of the counteractive propaganda sources like Arabiya channel
that spreads their lies which can’t be believed by anyone except a crazy person!

The problem of transmigration of the tactic of Al Qaeda by the enemies is really a serious problem,
and I do not claim that I have the solution for it, but I hope the brothers will think and find a solution
for it as soon as possible

Cold terror and fear

Some people might say that the cold terror is not terrorism as it does not instill fear into the hearts
of the enemy, for burning one of the shops and then making it seem as a natural fire does not instill
fear in the hearts of the enemies, but this might be true only is such situations

But can we imagine the extent of terror that a sniper present on the soil of one of the cities of
America who targets one or two American daily, sitting in his room cause?

Or what is the extent of terror that will be caused by cyanide spread in one of the pipelines of the
drinking water of America?

Or the extent of terror caused by the spread of Uranium in one of the markets of America?
And all this is a form of terrible cold terrors!

Save your nails for they are a weapon in the battle

Cold terror can be performed in very primitive ways, but they must be effective. The primitive ways
are more natural and do not raise suspicion, and means of performing them are available but they
require great cleverness, as regards planning, execution and timing
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The terrorizing actions do not require much money and technology or people. The September raids
did not require huge amounts of money or high technology. And the ancient people used to say
“the bad mechanic blames his tools”

So do not say that if I had such and such, I would do such and such
But remember the famous Iraqi saying “The thirsty breaks the jar”

And the one who is overwhelmed with the love of Jihad and aiding his brothers does not exclude
anything to avenge from his enemies. We should use everything we can to face our enemy, even if
we do not have anything except our nails, after exhausting the knife!

Have you not seen how the insects of earth protect themselves with their nails and limbs, so wont
we protect ourselves with our nails? Or have the insects become better than us? Or has jihad
become trivial for us that we condition the possession of the nuclear weapons in order to make
jihad permissible?

Helping elements

Placing cyanide in one of the drinking water outlets will not be effective except if it is placed in
huge amounts but placing a considerable amount and then running a warning of the leakage of
such a substance into the drinking water will make the Americans die of thirst, especially if they
discover an amount of cyanide to be actually present in the water!!

All biological weapons are means of cold terror if the one who performs them remains hidden and
it is half cold if the performer is not hidden because it normally occurs without explosions

Cold terror that heats up gradually

The New York and Washington raids, at the first sight seemed like cold terror, because the first
plane that hit the WTC appeared as though it was a natural accident of a plane hitting a skyscraper

Instead even the second plane seemed like a natural accident, in which Luck played a greater role

But when it became evident that the Pentagon has been attacked with a plane and that a fourth
plane is on its way to Camp David, it became clear that it is a hot terror… in fact very very hot
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terror!!

If I had been one of the planners of the New York and Washington raids, then I would have left
evidences that the performers are Jews or the communist Russians, or some American minorities,
like the blacks, and we would be watching today a war between the Americans themselves perhaps
more hotter than the war between Russia and Georgia and that is a cold terror that heats up
gradually

When do we use which of the kind?

Our choice for either of the types of terrors we employ to attack our enemy depends on several
factors, the most important amongst these are-

-Can we afford not to take the responsibility of the operation?
-Does the safety of the performers take precedence over the attack or otherwise?
-The ease of performing the operation and the available means
-Are we ready to tackle the retaliation of the enemy or not?

If the aim is to get rid of the enemy without looking on to any other goal then it is preferred to use
cold terror.

As for if the aim is to terrorize the enemy only, then it is preferred to use hot terror, even though the
security situation and the safety of the performers currently calls for the cold terror as it gives the
performers the chance to retreat and escape

In the end

We are required today to discover ways of silent killing and to decipher ways of silent terrorism,
and are required to train men for cold terror, keeping in mind that the one who is to perform the
cold terror is to have high intelligence experience that would be greater than the imaginary skills of
“James Bond”

Summary
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In the actual war, cold terror is used, as it helps us in avoiding the retaliation of the enemy and
enables the performers to withdraw safely
In the symbolic war, hot terror is used because it causes more stir and more terror and is more
effective in the media

In the actual war, the reason behind attacking the enemy is getting rid of it
In the symbolic war, the reason behind attacking the enemy is to terrorize it

__________________
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Ascw wrb aki i have a few questions regarding your article.
First of all isn't the reason America hasnt been attacked because the next time it is attacked it will
be bigger than 9-11?. I believe sheikh osama has said something to this effect. Have not the 19
martyrs set a level that we must not fall bewlow?
secondly what will be the use of cold terror except to assasinate leaders?.
Thirdly dosent cold war really amount to intifida attacks?.Wont such attacks unite the enemys
people wheres hot attacks will frighten them and have them concede much like ira terrorism?.
These are just a few questions i have aki would like you to answer these questions that i have
shukran
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